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BACKGROUND

Werner’s syndrome, known as “adult progeria” is a rare progressive disorder characterized by accelerated aging and cancer predisposition. The disorder was originally described in the medical literature in 1904 by German scientist Otto Werner. The frequency of the syndrome is estimated 1 case in 1,000,000. It is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern causing mutations of Werner’s syndrome [WRN] gene on 8p12 chromosome. The Werner’s syndrome [WRN] gene provides producing Werner protein which is related DNA repair, DNA replication and cell division. The features of the syndrome are scleroderma-like skin changes especially in the extremities, cataract, premature arteriosclerosis, diabetes mellitus and a wizened prematurely aged facies. Although the disorder is typically recognized by the third or fourth decades of life, characteristic findings are found during adolescence and early adulthood [1-3].

CASE PRESENTATION

M A, a 45-year-old-woman was admitted to the hospital complaining of purulent discharge from both elbows and hips. About 2 years prior to admission the patient had noted similar complaints which were diagnosed and treated as osteomyelitis.

She stated to be healthy until 23 years old when she had a surgery for bilateral cataracts. She was not diabetic then and doctors said “cataract is arising from her body” in the words of patient. Following the operation her complaints started with often falls, weight loss and muscle weakness. The symptoms had been thought as drug adverse effects while her hair became feathery and sparse together with deformation of legs’ shape causing progressive difficulty in her walking. She has not walked for 10 years which explicit deterioration has occurred. Stiffness, muscle contractures on joints and paresthesia especially on hands has caused decreasing her self-care ability which she couldn’t eat or take a shower by her own since 2016. Painful recurrent sores which were diagnosed and treated as osteomyelitis developed recently on defined joints.

The periods had started at the age of 14. She had married at 20 and got pregnant once at 23 ended up stillbirth with an unfound cause after 9 months gestation. She had hysterectomy operation because of uterine residual tissue. She divorced from her husband after delivery.

The parents of the patient weren’t relatives yet they were from the same village. The patient had 3 siblings who all had cataract history despite of absent diabetes mellitus. Otherwise there was no relatives suffered from Werner’s syndrome. A sister had asthma and goiter while a brother had cerebral hemorrhage which the etiology was unclear. Other brother was healthy.

Figure 1,2: M.A. at age of 8 vs age of 45. Hallmark of the syndrome, disproportion between patient’s real age and appearance. Characteristic scleroderma-like appearance is seen: atrophic and tight skin, prominent eyes, beaked nose and constriction of the mouth. Also note; alopecia as well as loss of the eyebrows and eyelashes, loss of teeth. (Photographs are added under the written permission of the patient).

Figure 3: Spindly arms and legs also prominent fingers with marked atrophy of musculature. Also note atrophic skin with ulcerations inner foot and heels. Distinct contractures causing flexions and limited movements of joints for both extremities. Distorted toes and rocker bottom feet formation blocked her walking.
She complained about difficulty on seeing near. Oropharynx was clear except oral hygiene was not well and she lost a number of her teeth. The voice was weak and high-pitched confirmed by the patient’s statement. Patient also expressed hoarseness since 2016 which was thought to be related cervical bronchogenic cyst on neck.

Precuts excavate was noted on respiratory system examination. Respiratory and cardiac auscultation revealed normal sounds. There was loose skin on abdomen and slight tenderness on umbilical area but no palpable masses, defines or rebound.

She had spindly arms and legs with marked atrophy of musculature. Besides severe wasting (atrophy) of extremity muscles, deficiency of adipose tissue was noted. Moreover, distinct contractures caused flexion’s and limited movements of joints for both extremities. She couldn’t walk or stand because of rocker bottom feet formation. There were multiple small necrotic ulcerations noted on fingertips (Figure 3).

**CONCLUSIONS**

Werner’s syndrome is a rare disease with unique features. However, it is difficult to recognize because of slow manifestation of typical signs and symptoms. There is no cure option at the moment, early diagnosis and following up these patients are essential because of rehabilitation needs, multiple comorbidities and cancer predisposition.
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